
Website section / page template Title of change Details Association recommendation LTI recommendation Our priority level Accessibility notes

Landing page template Number of tiles
Increase maximum number of tiles from 9 
to 45 

Static pages Event feed
The facility to feed events to a specific 
static page. 

Homepage Number of visible news, events and roles
Ability to show up to five items on the 
homepage 

Homepage Quotas of visible news, events and roles

Currently the same number of each data 
type has to appear on the homepage. This 
show always be five of each, unless there 
are less than five published. Same for 
microsites. 

Homepage Links to further news, events and roles

Add "more news", "more events" and 
"more roles" under the feeds for each data 
type  

Homepage
Format of dates on the news, events and 
roles Monday, 1 January 2019 format 

Homepage Video player

We'd like a video player on the homepage 
and landing page template that can play 
multiple YouTube embedded videos and 
switch between them. 

All templates Embed videos

We need to be able to embed videos on 
pages in a responsive container on any 
page type. Currently if these are manually 
inserted in the code, they are stripped out 
if the page is resaved. 

Events template Events calendar

We would like to also show events in a 
calendar as well as a map. This should sit 
next to the map and show events on a 
week view with controls to move to the 
nextr week or month. The event title 
should show. 

Society template Video and events

This template needs the facility to have an 
embedded YouTube video and an events 
feed if the event is tagged to that society. 

New feature Change It

Student Ideas platform where ideas can be 
submitted and voted upon. The platform 
should be viewable but voting and 
submission behind a log-in. Email alerts to 
Student Voice to review and publish the 
idea, and when an idea gets a set number 
of positive votes. 
https://www.mdxsu.com/thestudentvoice 

Search function Search speed The performance is too slow

Home page main navigation Colours in the navigation bar

The participants liked the combination of 
the white text and coloured backgrounds 
in the navigation bar and one student 
would have liked them to be brighter and 
lighter. Unfortunately, these colour 
combinations don’t have sufficient contrast 
to meet the W3C AA standard for small 
text so they are likely to be hard to read 
for some visitors even if they only have 
minor impairments. 
Recommendation: Increase the contrast 
between the text and the background 
colours. THIS NEEDS CHECKING WITH RNIB 
to see if font size can be increased



Home page
Font size and colour of news events and 
volunteer role dates in feeds

Recommendation: Increase the size of the 
text for the dates and make the text a 
darker shade of grey to increase the 
contrast. 

Home page and section homes Banners - addition of real text to banners

Avoid text in images and use real text to 
communicate information wherever 
possible. We need the facility to upload 
and image and then add text into the 
banner set-up to be read over the image. 
Text would be configurable in different 
colours 

Home page and section homes Banners Carousel

Indicate the number of items in the 
bannercarousel and the position of the 
visible items in the carousel 

My Account Welcome email

When a student registers, send them an 
email that explains what they can do now 
they have registered. 

Web forms New type of form

Our open (non-account) forms are heavily 
spammed and we can't use the Google 
Captcha because RNIB say it is not fully 
accessible. We need a form which starts 
with the privacy statement and then goes 
through to the fields - and isn't spammed.  



My Account Register form

Turn fields that have a limited range of 
responses with standard formats (like 
faculty names and gender) into drop down 
menus. This will make it easier for students 
to complete and give you data that is 
easier to analyse. Spell out abbreviations 
like HLM in full the first time they are used. 
Explain what an extended member is.  
Make it clear in the field description what 
the student needs to type in this field and, 
if it is only worth filling in if they know 
when this will be, include the words ‘if 
known’ in the field description. If this is a 
year provide a drop down menu. Pronoun - 
Make it clear what this question refers to 
or remove it. We need to be able to 
manage drop down and options without 
tickets.

 

My Account Register form

All front end fields need to be available in 
the Member section backend. Many fields 
are missing. Unused fields and tabs need 
deleting 

Web forms
Insert account fields into a webform and 
download them

Use the data collected in the registration 
form to reduce the amount of information 
that needs to be collected on other forms. 
This needs to be done by feeding the data 
through to a web form, allowing the user 
to edit it if required and update the 
account. This could be done by inserting 
some code in the webform. The form 
needs linking with the UID and we need 
the option downloading the full account 
fields with the associated web form fields. 
This is needed for web forms and role 
applications. When the webform data is 
downloaded (Form submissions), or 
viewed, we need the information in the 
columns in the order of the webform 
(account details, then the extra fields).  

Google Analytics Analytics and cookie acceptance

When the cookies are accepted, the URL 
achanges and a new line in analytics is 
recorded, which messes up the stats a 
little. Please ca the URL stay the same 
when the cookies are accepted. 

Volunteer search roles New concept

Please remove the filter. The roles should 
be shown like the /news homepage with a 
title, icon and excerpt where the role key 
information can be added. However the 
date needs to be the closing date. 

All forms Consistency of forms

Account forms, role forms, all brought into 
the same style of web forms. Any small 
grey text on My account needs to be black 
and larger font. Same submit buttons on all 
forms. 

Volunteer search roles Button consistency

https://www.oustudents.com/student-led-
projects-leader  - volunteering button 
needs to be same as CTA 

Social feed Fix the social feed

Can we look into an improvement of the 
social feed, showing images and 
reconnecting Facebook. Investigate latest 
with Instagram feed - is this possible? 
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